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Overview

• Major Trends at DEFCON22
  – Recent leaks
  – Pentesting/bug bounties
  – Big data

• How to get the most out of DefCon
• What I liked
• What I didn’t
Themes

• Recent leaks
• Pentesting/Bug bounties
• Big data
Recent Leaks

• Playset
• DIY surveillance-defeat and data protection
• Ethical/legal discussions
Pentesting/Bug Bounties

• Pentesting/Bug Bounties 101
• Tools
• Advanced pentesting
Big Data

- Massscan
- Logging with open source big data tools
- Becoming a boss at Hearthstone
How to get the most out of DefCon

• Beware of lines
• The villages are pretty cool
• Talk to people
What I liked

• Good talks; lots of variety
• Interactive villages
• Cool people
What I didn’t

• Lines/crowds
• Vegas is expensive!
• Uncool people
Demo

• Veil-Evasion
  – http://youtu.be/-WQ2k8zeBz0